
Microsoft Azure  
DR as a Service
Protect your Data Centre
Disaster Recovery as a Service, based on Microsoft Azure Site Recovery, reduces capital costs by 
leveraging cloud resources and availability on-demand to provide a simplified, cost-effective disaster 
recovery for physical and virtual machines.

•	 Cost Control – Change the cost of disaster recovery from 
CAPEX to OPEX, with little capital expenditure costs.

•	 Simplified Management – Comprehensive protection 
for VMware, Hyper-V and physical servers from a single 
management portal.

•	 Automated Protection – Policy driven protection and replication 
of virtual and physical servers.

•	 Reduced Costs – Only pay for low cost ‘blob’ storage until your 
servers are running in Azure.

•	 Orchestrated Recovery – Bring servers up in an orchestrated 
fashion to quickly restore complex multi-tier workloads.

•	 Streaming Replication – Data changes sent to Azure using 
streaming ‘a synchronous replication’ minimising potential  
data loss. 

•	 Testing – Ability to perform failover tests without impacting 
production environments.

•	 Failback – Return to either your original datacenter or to an 
alternative location.
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People do business. We make it work.

We make IT work

With a mix of hypervisors and server hardware, modern Data Centres often require multiple disaster recovery solutions. These add  
to the overall Data Centre complexity, leading to an increased cost of managing and maintaining a viable disaster recovery solution.  

Outages can be costly, affecting not only the bottom line, but also customer loyalty, business reputation and employee productivity. 

Disaster Recovery enabled with Azure Site Recovery
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Our Approach and Methodology 
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SCC’s DR as a Service solution simplifies disaster recovery by providing comprehensive protection for VMware, Hyper-V and physical 
servers in a single solution. Using Azure as your primary recovery site eliminates the need to manage and maintain a secondary datacenter, 
reducing complexity and expense.

Why SCC
We enable people to do business by planning, supplying, integrating and managing their IT. We make IT work through partnership, 
knowledge and passion: trusted to run IT infrastructure and services for leading business across Europe for 40 years.

•	 Europe’s largest independent technology solutions provider

•	 The technology division of Rigby Group PLC

•	 Profitable track record since 1975

•	 Over 5,000 employees

•	 Supporting more than 5 million users

•	 Leading Managed Microsoft SI, LSP and ADR

•	 Gold and Silver Microsoft Competency Partner


